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David Adjaye is recognised as one of the leading architects of his generation in the UK. He formed a partnership in 1994 and quickly built a reputation as an architect. The architectural community and the wider public have a high regard for his bespoke design, ingenious use of materials, and his ability to showcase and sculpt light. He reformed his studio in June 2000 as Adjaye/Associates and he has gone on to win a number of prestigious 
commissions. He understands his status as a role model for young people and lectures frequently. In 2001 - 2002 he presented lectures at Harvard’s Graduate School of Design; the Architectural Association, London; Universidad de Luisdad in Lisbon, and Cornell. In 2003 – 4, speaking engagements included Yale, Art Center College of Design, Los Angeles, Tate Liverpool, the Royal College of Art, Cambridge and Norsk Forum in Oslo. 
He was a unit tutor at the Architectural Association, as well as a lecturer at the Royal College of Art, where he received his MA in Architecture in 1993. That same year he was awarded the RIBA First Prize Bronze Medal. He has trained at David Chipperfield Architects and Eduardo Souto de Moura Architects. Currently, he is the first Louis Khan Visiting Professor at the University of Pennslyvania and he has accepted an invitation to teach 
a Harvard’s GSD in spring of 2007. Adjaye’s The Idea Store (library/education centre) was selected by Deyan Sudjic for an exhibition at the VIII Venice Biennale of Architecture 2002, which highlighted 100 projects that are changing the world. The Idea Store, along with the residential project, Dirty House, was included in the São Paulo Biennial, Brazil, in September 2003, was featured again in the Venice Biennale of Architecture 2004 
and won a RIBA Building Award in 2005. Adjaye has co-presented two series of Dreamspaces for BBC TV (a six-part series on contemporary architecture) and hosted two BBC Radio programmes; the first featured an interview with Oscar Niemeyer and the second with Charles Correa. In June 2005, he presented the BBC television documentary Building Africa: Architecture of a Continent. | Brian Eno has become an iconic figure within 
international contemporary culture. As an artist, musician, ideologue and systems-maker, he has not only written, performed, recorded and produced some of the most intoxicating and original music of the last 30 years, but has also established a philosophy of cultural production that links the enquiring spirit of conceptual art to the broadest applications of popular culture and sociology. His role as a founder member of the art rock group 
Roxy Music in 1971 can still be regarded as one of the most accomplished debuts in the history of pop, and Eno’s discography as a musician, producer and artistic collaborator includes some of the most acclaimed recordings in modern music. Artists as seminal yet varied as John Cale, David Byrne, Laurie Anderson, David Bowie, Bono, Peter Gabriel and most recently Paul Simon have chosen to work with Eno, and he is one of the most 
sought-after figures working across the spectrum of contemporary music, from guitar-driven rock to film scores and electronica. And yet music is only one strand of his creative project. As a lecturer, visual artist, writer, political activist and futurologist, his opinions and ideas have been requested by institutions and think tanks on subjects as disparate as concepts of time, urban futures, perfume-making and the history of art. Eno’s audio-
visual work has been shown internationally in venues as prestigious as the Venice Biennale, the Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris, the Hayward Gallery, White Cube, The Science Museum, London, and the Marble Palace at the Russian Museum, St Petersburg. | Charles Jencks was born in Baltimore, in 1939. He studied English Literature at Harvard University and went on to receive an MA in architecture from the Graduate School of 
Design in 1965. Later on, he earned a PhD in Architectural History from London University. Jencks divides his time between lecturing, writing and designing in the USA, the UK and Europe. He is regarded as a leading figure in British landscape architecture, and his Landform Ueda at the Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art, Edinburgh, won the Gulbenkian Prize for Museums in 2004. He is also a furniture designer and sculptor; in 
2003 he completed the DNA Sculpture in Kew Gardens, London. Jencks is the author of the best-selling book The Language of Post-Modern Architecture (re-issued as The New Paradigm in Architecture, 2002). He has also written numerous other books on contemporary arts and building, including What is Post-Modernism? (fourth edition, 1995), The Architecture of the Jumping Universe (second edition, 1997) and The Iconic Building, 
the Power of Enigma (Frances Lincoln, 2005). His celebrated garden in Scotland is the subject of his book The Garden of Cosmic Speculation (Frances Lincoln, 2003). | Sir Kenneth Adam was born in Berlin and moved to England in 1934. Later, he studied architecture at London University. He is known for his innovative set design, which helped define the look of the 1960s spy movie. He rose to critical acclaim as the designer of seven 
James Bond films. The most famous of these is Dr No 1962, whose semi-futuristic look would become the signature of all Bond films, of which Adam designed Goldfinger,1964, Thunderbal,1965, You Only Live Twice,1967, Diamonds are Forever,1971, The Spy Who loved Me, 1976, and Moonraker, 1979. Adam also worked with Stanley Kubrick on Dr Strangelove, a movie that was largely based in his ‘war-room’ set. He was awarded 
an Oscar for design of the Technicolor feature, Barry Lyndon. He is also responsible for the design of such varied films as the biopic, The Trials of Oscar Wilde, 1960, the Cold War thriller The Ipcress File,1965, the fantasy Chitty Chitty Bang Bang,1968, and the musical Goodbye, Mr Chips, 1969. His later work has been mostly on American films, including Pennies From Heaven, 1981, and The Adams Family Values,1993, for which he 
received an Oscar nomination, and In and Out, 1997. Adam received an Oscar for The Madness of King George, 1995, as well as two BAFTAs. He has been granted numerous other awards, including, an honorary doctorate from the Royal College of Art, 1995, an OBE, 1995, and a Knighthood in 2003. He also received a lifetime achievement award from the LA Art Directors Guild. A selection of his works was displayed in a 1999 solo 
exhibition at the Serpentine Gallery, curated by David Sylvester. He designed the ‘Millennium Exhibition’ at the Martin Gropius Bau in Berlin and, recently, the video game Golden Eye Rogue Agent for Electronic Arts. | Zaha Hadid was the first woman to be awarded the distinguished Pritzker Architecture Prize, which she won in 2004. She is internationally known for her theoretical, academic and architectural work. Each of her dy-
namic and innovative projects builds on over 30 years of revolutionary experimentation and research in the interrelated fields of urbanism, architecture and design. Having first received international recognition for her striking images and designs, she is now widely known as an innovative architect who constantly tests the boundaries of architecture, urbanism and design. Hadid’s most recently completed project, The Phaeno Science 
Centre, which opened in Wolfsburg six months ago, is the most ambitious and encompassing statement to date of her quest for complex, dynamic and fluid spaces. Previous seminal buildings, such as the Vitra Fire Station and the Land Formation-One, both in Weil am Rhein, the Bergisel Ski-Jump in Innsbruck, the Hoenheim Nord Terminus in Strasbourg, the Rosenthal Centre for Contemporary Art in Cincinnati, the Ordrupgaard Museum 
Extension in Copenhagen and the BMW Central Building in Leipzig, have also been hailed as architecture that transforms our vision of the future with new spatial concepts and bold, visionary forms. Currently, Hadid is working on a multitude of projects, including the Architecture Foundation in London; the Glasgow Museum of Transport; the Sheik Zayed Bridge in Abu Dhabi; the Business Bay Towers in Dubai; the Napoli Afragola 
Train Station in Naples; the Herault Centre of Culture and Sport in Montpellier, and the Guangzhou Opera House in China. Her first built work in the UK, The Maggies Cancer Care Centre in Scotland, will open this autumn. Her revolutionary design for The MAXXI Contemporary Arts Centre in Rome is scheduled for completion next year. A mid-retrospective of her work is currently on exhibition at the Solomon R Guggenheim Museum 
in New York until 25 October 2006. | Yinka Shonibare MBE was born in London and moved to Lagos, Nigeria, at the age of three. He returned to London to study fine art, first at Central Saint Martins College and then at Goldsmiths College, where he received his MFA. In 1997 he featured in the Young British Art show Sensation. Shonibare’s work explores issues of race and class through the media of painting, sculpture, photography 
and, most recently, film. Describing himself as a ‘post-colonial’ hybrid, he questions the meaning of cultural and national definitions. His trademark material is the brightly coloured ‘African’ batik fabric he buys at Brixton market. The fabric was inspired by Indonesian design, mass-produced by the Dutch and eventually sold to colonies in West Africa. In the 1960s it became a new sign of African identity and independence. Shonibare has 
used these fabrics to create both paintings and period costumes. With these costumes he dresses headless mannequins that he arranges to re-create famous paintings or settings from Victorian times. He also uses the costumes in his carefully constructed photographs and films based on famous novels or historical incidents, often placing himself as the protagonist. Shonibare has featured in many exhibitions and was nominated for the 
Turner Prize in 2004. He is represented by Stephen Friedman Gallery, London and James Cohan Gallery, New York. A solo exhibition of new work will open at Stephen Friedman Gallery in November 2006. | Tim O’Toole is the Managing Director of London Underground. He joined Transport for London in 2003. Prior to his appointment, he was President and Chief Executive of Consolidated Rail Corporation, one of America’s most 
successful rail networks. During his eighteen years with the company, he worked in several senior roles, including General Counsel, Treasurer and Chief Financial Officer. He was also part of the negotiating team for the company’s $10-billion merger with Norfolk Southern and CSX in 1998. | Hanif Kureishi was born and brought up in Bromley, Kent. His novels are The Buddha of Suburbia, The Black Album, Intimacy and Gabriel’s Gift. 
He has also published the story collections Love in a Blue Time, Midnight All Day and The Body, a memoir about his father, My Ear at His Heart, and most recently a collection of essays, The Word and the Bomb, as well as numerous stage plays and screenplays, including My Beautiful Laundrette, The Mother and Venus, the film of which will be released in the UK this Autumn. He lives in West London. | Ken Loach was born in 1936 in 
Nuneaton. He attended King Edward VI Grammar School and went on to study law at St Peter’s Hall, Oxford. After a brief spell in the theatre, he was recruited by the BBC in 1963 as a trainee television director. This launched a long career directing films and documentaries for television and the cinema, from Cathy Come Home and Kes in the 1960s to Land and Freedom, Sweet Sixteen and The Wind That Shakes The Barley in recent 
years. | Susan Hiller began her artistic career in London in the early 1970s, when she first became known for an innovative artistic practice, including group participation works such as Dream Mapping 1974; museological/archival installations like Fragments 1978, Enquiries/Inquiries 1973 and 1975, Dedicated to the Unknown Artists 1972–6, and many other works in a range of media exploring automatic writing, ESP, photobooth machines, 
wallpaper, postcards and other denigrated aspects of popular culture. The common denominator in all her works is their starting point in a cultural artefact from our own society. Her work is an excavation of the overlooked, ignored, or rejected aspects of our shared cultural production, and collectively her varied projects have been described as investigations into the ‘unconscious’ of culture. Hiller cites Minimalism, Fluxus, aspects of 
Surrealism and her previous study of anthropology as major influences on her work. Her stature has been recognised in mid-career retrospectives at London’s Institute of Contemporary Art, 1986 and Tate Liverpool, 1996, as well as in numerous solo exhibitions and monographs, and in her inclusion in major international group exhibitions. She has been the recipient of numerous awards and fellowships, including the Gulbenkenian Foun-
dation Visual Artist’s Award, (London, 1977 and 1978); National Foundation for the Arts Fellowship (USA, 1982); Visual Arts Board Travelling Fellowship (Australia, 1982); Guggenheim Fellowship (USA, 1998); and the DAAD Fellowship (Berlin, 2002). Her vitrine installation From the Freud Museum is currently on view in the Poetry and Dream section of new displays at Tate Modern, and her large-scale multi-screen video installa-
tion Wild Talents will be at the Hayward Gallery in September. | Jude Kelly is a noted theatre director and producer. She founded the Solent People’s Theatre, and Battersea Arts Centre, of which she was Artistic Director from 1980 to 1985. In 1986, she joined the Royal Shakespeare Company and served as the Artistic Director of West Yorkshire Playhouse from 1990 to 2002. It was in 1999 – while reflecting on the state of British arts on 
the eve of a new Millennium – that Kelly decided she wanted to open a space for the benefit of all artists. After three years of re-designing and re-furbishing an extraordinary North London building, virtually derelict and stacked high with rusting metal, she opened an ‘artistic laboratory’. Now called Metal, it is available to all artists seeking to further the philosophy of their work through experimenting and talking to other artists. In addition 
to sitting on the Board of the British Council, as well as other commitments, she is a commentator and spokesperson for culture and education, often appearing on national radio and television. She is currently Artistic Director of the South Bank and Chair of Culture and Education at London 2012. | Tim Newburn is Professor of Criminology and Social Policy, and Director of the Mannheim Centre for Criminology at the London School of 
Economics. He is also President of the British Society of Criminology. He has spent most of his professional life as a researcher, much of it outside universities in independent research organisations and in government. His first degree and PhD were in sociology and he came to criminology somewhat by chance. Although much of his work has focused on policing, it has also taken in such areas as the links between drugs, alcohol and crime, 
youth crime and youth justice, and the impact of the Hillsborough Stadium disaster. His most recently completed research has focused on the ways in which, and the reasons why, our politicians seem to be regularly drawn to ideas from America when looking for new policy initiatives. This research looks at the impact of so-called ‘zero tolerance’ policing ideas drawn from New York City, ‘three strikes and you’re out’ sentencing policies, 
and the rise of private prisons. Newburn is about to begin a major research study looking at the changing nature of policing in New York, London and Paris. Newburn is the author or editor of 24 books, the most recent of which are: Criminal Justice and Political Cultures (Willan, 2004); Dealing with Disaffection (Willan, 2005) and Plural Policing: A comparative perspective (Routledge, 2006). His forthcoming book on zero tolerance and 
other Americanised policies – Policy Transfer and Criminal Justice – will be published by the Open University Press in December. | Tony Elliott, chairman of the Time Out group, was born in 1947. He founded Time Out in 1968 with £70, while on summer break from Keele University. More than thirty-seven years later, the Time Out Group has an annual turnover of over £40m per annum. Time Out London (circulation 92,000 per week) 
and Time Out New York (138,000 per week), together with an extensive guidebook division and web site (timeout.com – The World’s Living Guide), have established the Time Out brand worldwide. Time Out Chicago (38,000 per week) launched as a weekly in March 2005. Licensed editions of Time Out are currently published in Almaty, Beijing and Shanghai, Beirut, Bucharest, Cyprus, Mumbai, Tel Aviv, Dubai and Abu Dhabi, Istanbul, 
Moscow and St Petersburgh. Annual Time Out visitor’s guides are published under licence in Buenos Aires, Bahrain, Cape Town and Doha. Elliot never finished his university course, and he has never been employed by anyone; he is the sole shareholder of the UK company, Time Out Group Ltd. He is a trustee to The Roundhouse Trust (Director), Somerset House Trust (Director), Human Rights Watch London Committee (Chairman), 
HRW’s UK charity (main Board of Directors) and Film London (Director). In the past, he has served as a trustee of many organisations including the BFI (Governor, 1997–2003), BFI Production Board (Chairman ,1998–2000), The Photographers Gallery (Director, 1999–2004), and Soho Theatre Company (Director, 2000–2003). | David Greene was born in Nottingham, where he later studied architecture. He rose to prominence in the 
1960s as a co-founder of Archigram. One of the great experimental design groups of the 20th century, Archigram became well known for its playful pop-inspired visions of the future. Greene’s work has been published and exhibited worldwide. He is a RIBA Gold Medal and Annie Spink winner. As part of Greetings from London, a project by the Architecture Foundation, Greene developed his 1969 project, LAWUN (Locally Available 
World Unseen Networks). The L.A.W.u.N*Invisible University (curated by Greene with Samantha Hardingham of EXP**), presented members of the Invisible Technical Faculty: Jason Bruges, Chris Leung, Usman Haque, Vasili Stroumpakos, Theodore Spyropoulos, and footage of work by Diploma, ten students at the University of Westminster. | Samantha Hardingham graduated from the Architectural Association, London in 1993. She 
is the author of many books, including: London: a guide to recent architecture (Batsford/Chrysalis), England: a guide to recent architecture (Ellipsis, 1995) and Eat London: architecture and eating (Ellipsis, 1998). She has also contributed articles to various architectural journals and national newspapers such as the Architect’s Journal, Domus, Architectural Design and The Independent and was a judge on the panel for the architecture 
prize at the BBC Design Awards in 1997. She is also a partner in Crowbar Coffee. In 2004 Eleanor Bron and Hardingham set about locating and cataloguing each title from Cedric Price’s personal library. What emerged was a map of Price’s thought processes and imagination, and the publication Cedric Price Opera (Academy Wiley). Hardingham is currently a research fellow at University of Westminster. | Tom McCarthy is an artist and 
writer. His novel Remainder, which depicts an Everyman’s attempts to acquire authenticity by re-enacting a set of increasingly violent ‘memories’, gained wide critical acclaim when first released by art-house publisher Metronome Press in 2005. It was re-released this year by Alma Books in the UK, and will be brought out by Vintage in the US and Hachette Littérature in France in 2007. His non-fiction book Tintin and the Secret of Lit-
erature, which reads the Belgian cartoonist Hergé’s work alongside the writings of Baudelaire, Barthes, Derrida and others, was recently published by Granta Books. McCarthy is also known for the reports, manifestos and media interventions he has made as General Secretary of the International Necronautical Society, a semi-fictitious avant-garde organisation described by Art Monthly as ‘a forum for fantastically dynamic thinking’. Past 
INS operations have included the infiltration of the BBC website, whose source-code was used to distribute INS propaganda to a wide network of artists, writers and political activists, and the erection of a radio broadcasting unit transmitting coded messages via FM in London and via internet to collaborating radio stations around the world. | Scott Lash was born in Chicago. He received a BSc in Psychology from the University of Michi-
gan, an MA in sociology from Northwestern University, and a PhD in sociology from the London School of Economics. From 1988 to 1991 he was a Humboldt Fellow in Berlin, and since 1989, he has been editor of the journal, Theory, Culture, and Society. In 1993, Lash became a Professor at Lancaster University, and in 1998 he was appointed Professor of Sociology at Goldsmiths College, London University. He also helped to establish 
the Centre for Cultural Studies at Goldsmiths College. Lash’s research interests include information society, global media, continental philosophy, technology and culture, and the problem of ‘flows’. He has written extensively on these topics, and his books include: The End of Organized Capitalism (with John Urry, 1987), Max Weber, Rationality and Modernity (co-edited, 1987), Sociology of Postmodernism (1990), Modernity and Iden-
tity (co-edited, 1992), Economies of Signs and Space (with John Urry, 1994), Reflexive Modernization (with Beck and Giddens, 1994), Global Modernities (co-edited, 1995), Risk, Environment and Modernity (co-edited, 1995), Detraditionalization (co-edited, 1996), Time and Value (co-edited, 1998), Another Modernity, A Different Rationality (1999), Critique of Information (2002) and Global Culture Industry: The Mediation of Things 
(with Celia Lury, 2005). | Michael Clark was born in Aberdeen, Scotland, in 1962. He began traditional Scottish dancing at the age of four. In 1975 he left home to study at The Royal Ballet School in London. The first public concert of his own choreography was in 1982, when he was twenty, at London’s Riverside Studios. Michael Clark and Company was launched in 1984. Through collaborations with fashion designers Bodymap, Leigh 
Bowery and the artist Trojan, Clark brought a rich visual element to his work. His use of contemporary music and his incorporation of bands such as The Fall, Laibach, and Wire also broadened both his work and his audiences. Clark has also produced considerable contributions to film and video. In 1989, he was commissioned by the Anthony D’Offay gallery to create Hetrospective, one of his most intimate and personal works to date. 
After three years of commissions and solo work he created Mmm…, set to Stravinsky’s The Rite of Spring, which toured Japan and the UK in 1992. Clark further developed his Modern Masterpieces with a new work centring on Stravinsky’s Apollo in 1994. Before and After: The Fall was his first European co-production, premiering at The Hebbel Theatre, Berlin, in 2001, before touring the UK and Europe. In 2003 Clark created the first 
of his Satie Studs for William Trevitt of George Piper Dances, produced an evening entitled Would, Should, Can, Did, as part of the Barbican’s Only Connect series, and choreographed a solo for Mikhail Baryshnikov: Rattle Your Jewellery. OH MY GODDESS opened Dance Umbrella’s 25th anniversary season at Sadler’s Wells, London, in October 2003, before touring nationally and internationally. In the autumn 2004 Rambert Dance 
Company revived Swamp, a piece that Clark had created for the company in 1986, and which received the Olivier Award for Best New Dance Production in 2005, when Clark became an Artistic Associate of the Barbican, London. Stravinsky Project Part 1 was premiered on 1 November 2005 and marks the first of three projects centred around Apollo, The Rite of Spring and Les Noces. Over the next three years the Barbican will co-produce 
a new production each year, which will form part of the company’s touring repertoire. Stravinsky Project Part 2 premieres 27 October – 4 November at the Barbican Theatre, London. | Richard Wentworth is an artist living in London, who has played a leading role in New British Sculpture since the end of the 1970s. He trained as a sculptor at the Royal College of Art in the late 1960s. His interests span urbanism, anthropology, and the 
material and psychological frictions between the public and the private realm. For over 30 years, Wentworth has maintained an elaborate international chronicle of signs, gestures, ad-hoc repairs and adjustments known as Making Do and Getting By. In 2002, Artangel commissioned him to bring together many of these elements for An Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty at Kings Cross, London. His works have been shown in various 
other institutions, including, the Whitechapel Art Gallery, the Hayward Gallery, London; the Israel Museum, Jerusalem; the Institute of Contemporary Art, Philadelphia; the Irish Museum of Modern Art, Dublin; the Museum Moderner Kunst Stiftung Ludwig, Vienna; and the Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris, Paris. In 1993 he exhibited at the Serpentine Gallery, whilst based on a DAAD fellowship in Berlin, and in 2005 Tate 
Liverpool mounted a large retrospective of his work. He is represented by the Lisson Gallery, London and is currently Director of the Ruskin School of Art, Oxford. He is presently working on a very large, densely visual book. | Marcus du Sautoy is Professor of Mathematics at the University of Oxford and a Fellow of Wadham College. He is Senior Media Fellow at the EPSRC, and has been named by the Independent on Sunday as one 
of the UK’s leading scientists. In 2001 he won the prestigious Berwick Prize of the London Mathematical Society, awarded every two years for the best mathematical research made by a mathematician under 40. In 2004 Esquire magazine chose him as one of the 100 most influential people under 40 in Britain. He is author of numerous academic articles and books on mathematics, and has been a visiting Professor at the École Normale 
Supérieure in Paris, the Max Planck Institute in Bonn, the Hebrew University in Jerusalem and the Australian National University in Canberra. Du Sautoy is author of the best-selling popular mathematics book The Music of the Primes, published by Fourth Estate and translated into nine languages. The book has won two major prizes in Italy and Germany for the best popular science book of the year, and was presented by du Sautoy as a 
one-hour documentary for BBC4 in 2005. He writes for The Times, The Daily Telegraph, The Independent and The Guardian and is frequently asked for comment on BBC radio and television. In September 2004 he presented his own series 5 Shapes on Radio 4. He is also presenter of BBC4’s TV game show Mind Games, for which he has been nominated for the Royal Society of Television’s Best Newcomer to a Network award. His 
presentations on mathematics, which include ‘Why Beckham Chose the 23 Shirt’, have played to a wide range of audiences. | Dr Pedro G Ferreira is a Reader in Astrophysics at the University of Oxford and a Tutor and Fellow of Oriel College. He studied physics at the Technical University of Lisbon and obtained a doctorate from Imperial College, London, in 1995. He has been a researcher at the University of California at Berkeley and 
CERN in Geneva and a visitor at Princeton University, the Universities of Paris and Geneva and the University of Santa Barbara. He recently published a book on cosmology for the general public, State of the Universe (Wiedenfeld and Nicholson, March 2006). Ferreira was one of the leading theorists on a suite of experiments that measured the geometry of the universe in the late 1990s, and is heavily involved in efforts to measure 
gravitational waves left over from the Big Bang. He has worked on extensions of the standard model of cosmology, testing theories of the initial conditions of the universe with cosmological data. More recently, he has proposed extensions of Einstein’s theory of gravity that bypass the necessity of dark matter. Ferreira has a keen interest in education in Africa, and has taught for the past three years at the African Institute of Mathematical 
Sciences in Cape Town. He has toured Morocco, Mozambique, Namibia and South Africa, giving public lectures and courses at some of their main universities. He has also organised and taken part in events at the interface between art and science. He hosted an artist-in-residence, Jem Finer, in Astrophysics at Oxford during 2003–5, has taken part in performance-art presentations at Jackson’s Lane theatre in London, has strong ties with 
the Ruskin School of Drawing in Oxford, and is taking part in an exhibition by the artist Christodoulos Panayiotou at the Museum of Modern Art, Oxford. | Born in Tel Aviv in 1951, Ron Arad was educated at the Jerusalem Academy of Art and later at the Architectural Association in London. He co-founded, with Caroline Thorman, the design and production studio One Off in 1981, and in 1989, Ron Arad Associates architecture and design 
practice. He is currently Professor of Design Product at the Royal College of Art in London, and lectures on his work regularly at universities and design schools worldwide. Arad’s architectural projects include Magis’ Headquarters, Motta di Livenza, Treviso 2004–; a hotel at the Kristallwelten in Wattens, Austria 2004–; the Design Museum in Holon, Israel 2004–; Upperworld Hotel, Battersea Power Station, London 2003–; Y’s Yohji 
Yamamoto flagship store in Roppongi Hills, Tokyo 2003; Hotel Puerta America, Madrid 2003–5; Hotel Duomo, Rimini, Italy 2003–; the Selfridges Technology Hall in London 2000–1; and the Tel Aviv Opera Foyer Architecture in Israel 1989–94. He presented the winning scheme for the new flagship Adidas Stadium in Paris 1995–6, and has been involved with various gallery and exhibition designs. Arad’s work has been widely featured 
in many design/architectural books and magazines worldwide. He has received a number of awards, including The Jerusalem Prize for Arts and Letters, awarded by Bezalel Academy of Arts and Design, Israel 2006, FX magazine Design of the Year Award, 2005; Architektur & Wohnen Designer of the Year Award, 2004; co-winner of Perrier Jouët Selfridges Design Prize, London 2001; Design Plus Award, Frankfurt/Main 1999; Interna-
tionaler Designpreis Center Stuttgart 1999; Designer of the Year, Salon du Meuble, Paris 1994. He has also exhibited at many major museums and galleries throughout the world and his work is in many public collections, including Musée National d’Art Moderne/Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris; Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; Victoria & Albert Museum, London, Stedelijk Museum of Modern Art, Amsterdam and the Museum 
of Modern Art, New York. | Twins Jane and Louise Wilson were born in Newcastle upon Tyne, in 1967. Jane Wilson studied art at Newcastle Polytechnic, from 1986 to 1989. Louise Wilson studied at Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art, in Dundee. They both attended Goldsmiths College in London, receiving MA degrees in 1992. For their concurrent BA degree shows, the twins showed identical bodies of work. This was the beginning 
of their collaborative work, which has usually taken the form of photographs, videos and performances. Garage 1989–93 is a large black and white photograph of Jane with a noose around her neck, pouring water into an aquarium and over Louise’s head. Hypnotic Suggestion (1993) is comprised of video footage of the twins under hypnosis. In 1997, their work became more politicised: Stasi City (1997) is a four-screen video projection 
filmed at the former Stasi police headquarters in East Berlin. Since this project, the Wilsons’ work has used specific historical sites to explore some of the failed aims of modernism. Gamma (1999), for example, was filmed at the American military base in Greenham Common, while A Free and Anonymous Monument (2003) addresses the history of Victor Pasmore’s Apollo Pavilion, an architectonic sculpture built in the centre of Gateshead. 
In their most recent show at the Lisson Gallery, they showed a body of work based round Erewhon, a five-screen video installation in which, for the first time, the Wilsons examine the social aspect of dystopia, the ‘flip side’ of their exploration of abandoned and Brutalist architectural spaces. The photographic works are a radical gesture representing a dramatic departure from the unpopulated architectural landscapes of their earlier career. 
The Wilsons’ have had exhibitions at the Centre d’Art Contemporain in Geneva (1997), Kunsthalle Hamburg (1999), the Serpentine Gallery, London (1999), the Tate, London (2000), Kunst-Werke Berlin (2002), Baltic Centre for Contemporary Art in Gateshead, (2003) and De Appel, Amsterdam (2004), among other venues. They have also exhibited widely in international group shows, including the Carnegie International (1999), Ko-
rean Biennial (2000), Istanbul Biennial (2001), ‘Moving Pictures’ at the Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao (2003), and ‘Remind’ at the Kunsthaus Bregenz, Austria (2003). In 1999, they were shortlisted for the Turner Prize. They live and work in London. | Cerith Wyn Evans was born in Llanelli, Wales. He graduated from the Royal College of Art, London, in 1984, and began his career as a video and filmmaker, often making short, experi-
mental films. During this time, he worked as an assistant to the experimental filmmaker Derek Jarman. He also collaborated with choreographer Michael Clark. In the early 1990s, he began working in sculpture and installation, and became associated with the Young British Artists. Wyn Evans’s work explores perception, time and language. He often borrows from the past in order to investigate our perception of the present. He held his 
first solo exhibition at White Cube in 1996, for which he created the installation Inverse, Reverse, Perverse. It consisted of a large concave mirror that radically altered the viewer’s perception of himself. Wyn Evans has had solo exhibitions at Tate Britain, London, Kunsthaus Glarus, and CCA Kitakyushu. He participated in Documenta XI, in 2002, and represented Wales at the Venice Biennale in 2003. He has also had solo exhibitions at 
ARC, Paris, Camden Arts Centre, London, MIT and MFA, Boston, and the Frankfurter Kunstverein. | Thomas Jenkinson was born in Chelmsford, Essex, 1975. He is known primarily for his work under the pseudonym of Squarepusher. Jenkinson’s aim is to pursue the challenge of making music that is both accessible and ground breaking, although at his own admittance he occasionally forgets about the former! At the precocious age of 
11 years, Jenkinson made his first forays into this sphere using his recently acquired bass guitar and Commodore Vic 20 computer, accompanying his playing with sequences of square waves and white noise. Since then he has worked in many musical capacities including military bands, jazz orchestras, thrash metal groups and solo busking. He is notable for his commitment to the policy of allowing his music to speak for itself, and only 
rarely engages in publicity. He has nonetheless built up and continues to build a very loyal following, exemplified at his sell-out performances. Primary influences include Messaien, Frank Zappa, Augustus Pablo and Luke Vibert. Squarepusher releases his new album entitled “Hello Everything” in October this year. | Peter Saville is one of the most important designers working today. Since making his name twenty years ago as Art Direc-
tor and co-founder of Factory Records, the legendary independent record label, he has created iconic graphics for such bands as Joy Division, New Order, Suede and Pulp. He has worked extensively in the fashion industry for clients including Jil Sander, Yohji Yamamoto and Christian Dior, as well as executing corporate identity projects for ABC Television, Mandarina Duck and Mercedes-Benz. In the visual arts, Saville’s clients have 
included Centre Georges Pompidou in Paris and the Whitechapel Art Gallery, Natural History Museum, Barbican Centre and Design Museum, London. After two years as a partner of Pentagram in London during the early 1990s, he worked as a creative director of Frankfurt Balkind in Los Angeles before returning to London to set up an independent studio. He now concentrates on his own creative projects, consulting for corporate clients, 
including CNN, Givenchy, Gucci and Selfridges, on branding and identity issues and the development of fashion multimedia. Together with long-time collaborator, Nick Night, Saville co-founded and now co-curates SHOWstudio, the critically acclaimed Internet showcase for fashion, art, design and creative technology. In spring 2003, the Design Museum, London, hosted a retrospective of Saville’s work, coinciding with his eagerly 
awaited first book, which later toured to Japan. He was appointed Creative Director for Manchester in March 2004, and worked closely with the city’s marketing co-ordination unit to communicate, in different guises, its unique brand strategy. The following year, his design for New Order’s 1983 album Power, Corruption and Lies was voted one of twenty-five great British icons in a public competition sponsored by the Design Museum 
and the BBC. | Roger Hiorns was born in Birmingham in 1975. He began his education in the arts at Bournville College, Birmingham, before moving to London to pursue a BA in Fine Art at Goldsmiths College, graduating in 1996. Solo shows of his work have since been held at Marc Foxx and UCLA Hammer Museum in Los Angeles, Corvi-Mora and Tate Britain, London, Galerie Nathalie Obadia in Paris, and a large-scale survey show 
at Milton Keynes Gallery. Recent group shows have included ‘ETC’ at Le Consortium, Dijon, British Art Show 6 at the BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art in Gateshead and touring, Le Voyage Interieur at Espace EDF Electra in Paris, Jaybird at Galleria Zero in Milan, Le retour de la Colonne Durutti at Isabella Bortolozzi in Berlin, and The Way We Work Now at the Camden Arts Centre. He also has a permanent installation at Cubitt 
gallery, London. Hiorns has continually worked to stretch the boundaries of art practice, and has recently produced the short film BENIGN a commission for the 2005 Frieze Art Fair projects programme. Articles featuring his work have appeared in Artforum, ArtReview, Frieze, Flash Art, Modern Painters, Contemporary, Untitled, Artext, Art Monthly, Poetry Review and many other publications. He continues to live and work in London. 
| Olivia Plender is an artist, and research into historical alternatives to industrial society is central to her practice. In the last few years, this has resulted in a variety of projects addressing two separate but parallel areas: Romanticism and non-conformist religious movements, and their current legacies. The outcome includes drawings, posters and small-scale publications, as well as performances, lectures and installations. In a comic book 
set in an imaginary London avant-garde of the past, The Masterpiece, Plender interrogated the popular myths and clichés surrounding Bohemianism and the ‘genius’ figure. The drawings are based on secondary sources, from advertising illustrations to films and pulp book covers, whilst the form the work takes, a mass-produced comic, is in deliberate contrast to the unique, one-off masterpiece with which the central character is obsessed. 
She has also made performances relating to television, such as Monitor at Tate Britain, London, 2006, in which she reconstructed a TV documentary from 1960 about four young artists (entitled Private View) and an interview with British film director Ken Russell, in 2005, about his documentaries on artists (from Byron and Shelley to Pop Art). Currently, Plender is researching The Modern Spiritualist Movement and The Kindred of the 
Kibbo Kift, two non-conformist movements from the 19th and early 20th centuries that overlapped with socialism, the Co-operative movement and the campaign for women’s suffrage. Adopting the methodology of the sociologist as a kind of role-playing exercise, she has interviewed mediums and parapsychologists as well as historians, and staged events such as A Public Meeting to Address the Phenomenon of Materialization at Bethnal 
Green Working Man’s Club, London. She is currently writing a book on this area, titled A Stellar Key to the Summerland, to be published by Bookworks. She is Co-editor of Untitled Magazine. | Sophie Fiennes is a filmmaker based in London. She is widely acclaimed for her unique observational eye, as well as her strong sense of cinematic form. Exploring a broad range of ideas and diverse modes of creativity, her films play with notions 
of performance and identity. Fiennes often employs a collaborative approach to filmmaking, and has worked with artists and thinkers ranging from the dancer Michael Clark to the philosopher Slavoj Zizek. Her films therefore also act as powerful portraits of some of today’s most iconic individuals. They have screened theatrically and in festivals around the world, including Sundance, Edinburgh, Sydney, London and Rotterdam. Recent 
projects include the acclaimed three-part series The Pervert’s Guide to Cinema, a film exploring the relationship between psychoanalysis and cinema, and presented by Slavoj Zizek. Prior to this, Fiennes made Hoover Street Revival, a feature documentary focusing on a Pentecostal church community in Los Angeles and the sermons of its resident gospel preacher, Bishop Noel Jones. She also made The Late Michael Clark on the dancer 
and choreographer, an Artangel commission with choreographer Alain Platel, as well as Because I Sing, and numerous shorter projects on subjects ranging from Dogme filmmaker Lars von Trier to the humanitarian activities of UNICEF. Current documentary projects include a film on Platel’s controversial VSPRS, which played earlier this year at Sadler’s Wells, and a feature documentary on the Jamaican diva, Grace Jones. She is also 
developing a fiction script, set in London. | Russell Haswell is a multi-disciplinary artist living and working in Suffolk. He graduated from Coventry University with a degree in Fine Art. Taking the form of both visual and audio art, much of his work deals with the physicality of sound. He has exhibited in many institutions and galleries, recently, ‘Against All Evens’ at the 2003 Gothenburg Biennial and ‘Populism’, in Vilnius, Oslo, Am-
sterdam and Frankfurt. Haswell began making laptop-based conceptual music/audio pieces over ten years ago, and developed a strong reputation as a live performer. He has been at the frontier of new audio technology, using generative audio software to create audio that provides a collapsing, sculptural-like experience. As a ‘Hard-Disc Jockey’ he has performed and collaborated with Autechre, Aphex Twin and Whitehouse and in live 
improvised concerts with Florian Hecker, Carl Michael Von Hausswolff, Yasunao Tone, Peter Rehberg, Mika Vainio and Manheim, to name just a few. Recently Haswell & Hecker have been presenting multi-channel audio diffusions of material that they created on Iannis Xenakis’ graphic-input UPIC Music Composing System. Haswell has also curated two All Tomorrows Parties festivals. His radical and absorbing sound art is a zone of 
experience that provides an alternative to contemporary pop music and mass media images. www.haswellstudio.com | Anat Ben-David is a digital animation and performance artist who has been performing and teaching since 1994. She has appeared in group and private shows, performance theatre festivals and music gigs. She received an MA with distinction from Goldsmiths College. Towards the end of her MA, she had begun to focus 
on the relation between the Fascist leader and the pop star, as dominant performers in front of a desiring audience of supporters and fans. During this time, she was commissioned to create work for the ‘Wonderyears’ exhibition in Berlin, which concentrated on third-generation Israeli artists’ views on Nazism and the Holocaust. As a performance artist, Ben-David decided to take on the pop-star role by joining friends who play in contem-
porary electro punk rock acts – Chicks on Speed and Peaches – on a tour of the US (the Electroclash tour, summer 2002). After graduation, she started performing Propaganda Live all over Europe, supporting Chicks on Speed, and working with them as a visual artist. Ben-David also created a furor with Hugo Boss Provocation a political prank and performance aimed at the Hugo Boss company. | Born in 1965 in Bristol, Hirst grew up in 
Leeds and subsequently went to Goldsmiths College in London. Between 1988 and 1990 he curated a series of exhibitions of work by his contemporaries, including the highly acclaimed group shows ‘Freeze’, ‘Modern Medicine’ and ‘Gambler’. In his own work, Hirst has continually challenged the boundaries between art, science, the media and popular culture. A 12-foot tiger shark, a cow and her calf sawn in two, pharmaceutical bottles, 
house paint poured onto spinning canvases, cigarette butts, office furniture, medical instruments, butterflies and tropical fish are just some of the means he employs to communicate his unflinching view of the ambiguity at the heart of human experience. He has said, ‘I am going to die and I want to live forever. I can’t escape the fact, and I can’t let go of the desire.’ In 2003–4, Hirst went on to produce a body of work consisting solely of 
photo-realist paintings, which were presented and exhibited together in New York. Titled ‘The Elusive Truth’, the show marked a clear departure from his usual symbolic meditations on the themes of Life and Death, which in the past have involved animal carcasses in formaldehyde and surgical paraphernalia. He chose instead to depict the coldly clinical interior of a hospital operating theatre alongside graphic reworkings of images from 
news stories. Hirst has had exhibitions in galleries and museums throughout the world. In 1994 he received the DAAD fellowship in Berlin and the Turner Prize in 1995. In 2004, he collaborated with Sarah Lucas and Angus Fairhurst on an exhibition of recent works entitled ‘In-a-Gadda-da-Vida’ at Tate Britain and presented a survey of key works from 1989 to 2004 at the Museo Nazionale Archaeologico de Naples. 2005 saw a solo ex-
hibition of new work at Hilario Galguera Gallery in Mexico City and in Autumn 2006 the Serpentine will exhibit a selection from his private collection of work by other artists. | Ant Genn was born in Sheffield in 1971 and studied at the Rowlinson School. When he left home at the age of 14, his mainstream education came to an end. In the early 1990s, he worked as a DJ and in a local music studio. He also continued to work closely with 
Pulp, whom he had known since their inception in the late 1980s. He later moved down to London with the band and established himself as a musician. In 1994, Genn joined Elastica on their US tour, eventually staying to play with them in Australia, New Zealand and Europe. He later toured with Pulp as a guitarist and co-wrote ‘Glory Days’ from the This Is Hardcore album with singer Jarvis Cocker. At this time, a chance meeting with 
artist Damien Hirst led to his creation of a soundscape for Hirst’s piece at the Florence Biennale. Since then, Genn has produced a number of records including Joe Strummer’s 1999 Rock Art and the X-Ray Style, UNKLE’s Never Never Land 2002 and the soundtrack to Mike Bassett, England Manager, featuring Supergrass, Robbie Williams and Primal Scream. Recently, Genn has teamed up with Martin Slattery to create a new band – The 
Hours – having first met him through his work with Black Grape; the pair also worked together on the Joe Strummer record. With Genn as singer, The Hours will have their first release later this year. | Shumon Basar is a writer, editor, curator and educator. He studied at Cambridge University and the Architectural Association, London. From 1996 to 1999 he worked at the office of Zaha Hadid. With Markus Miessen, he is co-editor of the 
anthology, Did Someone Say Participate? An Atlas of Spatial Practice (MIT Press/Revolver). He is also co-founder of the publishing event sexymachinery, and of the curatorial group Newbetter, whose exhibition Can Buildings Curate? has been shown at the Architectural Association, London, Storefront, New York, and Lucy Mackintosh Gallery, Lausanne. He is an editor for fashion/culture quarterly TANK, and has written for Art Review, 
Modern Painters, Icon, Domus and Blueprint. His essays appear in Content (Rem Koolhaas/AMO, 2003) and 5 Codes: Architecture, Paranoia and Risk in Times of Terror (Igmade, 2006). He is planning a new curatorial/editorial initiative at the Architectural Association, where he has been Unit Master since 2001. Basar also lectures at the Royal College of Art, and is a doctoral candidate at the newly initiated Goldsmiths Centre of Research 
Architecture. | An architect, researcher and writer, Markus Miessen is an editorial consultant at Volume, editor of international projects for Build, author of Spaces of Uncertainty (Cupers, Müller+Busmann, 2002) and the editor of Did Someone Say Participate? An Atlas of Spatial Practice (Basar, MIT Press/Revolver). He has supported General Public Agency in London, and is currently a Unit Master at the Architectural Association, 
London. He also acts as a spatial advisor to the European Kunsthalle. In 2002, he set up Studio Miessen, a platform for spatial strategy and critical cultural analysis. Miessen’s work has been exhibited widely, most recently at ‘Urban Drift’ and ‘Aedes’, Berlin, and the Rotterdam Biennale. He graduated from the Architectural Association, received an MRes degree from the London Consortium, and is currently a PhD candidate at the Centre 
for Research Architecture at Goldsmiths. | Åbäke is a partnership of four graphic designers: Patrick Lacey, Benjamin Reichen, Kajsa Ståhl and Maki Suzuki, who formed the association in July 2000, after graduating from the Royal College of Art, London, and having accumulated a quarter of a century of design education. They were inspired to create Sexymachinery, a self-published magazine, after coming to the obvious realisation that 
interesting content is a prerequisite for interesting design. They also run their own music label with the French duo Kitsuné. Åbäke have organised a plethora of other projects, some of which have involved cooking (with furniture designer Martino Gamper), dancing, music, amateur sport and reading. In the last few months, they have spoken Spanish, played ‘western-duel-like ping pong’, ridden Honda Dax in Belgium and put together a 
radio programme without any DJ skills. Their original intention to create their own school has been temporarily postponed due to a regular position at the Royal College of Art. | Iain Sinclair was born in Cardiff in 1943. He has lived in – and written about – East London, since 1969. He was educated at the London School of Film Technique, Trinity College Dublin and the Courtauld Institute, London. His novels include White Chappell, 
Scarlet Tracings (sole runner-up for the Guardian Fiction Prize), Downriver (winner of the James Tait Black Prize & the Encore Award for the Year’s Best Second Novel), Radon Daughters, Landor’s Tower and, most recently, Dining on Stones, which was shortlisted for the Ondaatje prize. Non-fiction books, exploring the mythology and matter of London, include Lights Out for the Territory, London Orbital and, with Rachel Lichtenstein, 
Rodinsky’s Room. Sinclair is a regular broadcaster and reviewer for The London Review of Books and The Guardian. In the 1990s, he wrote and presented a number of films for BBC2’s Late Show and has subsequently co-directed, with Chris Petit, four documentaries for Channel 4, one of which, Asylum, won the short-film prize at the Montreal Festival. Robert Macfarlane, reviewing Sinclair’s most recent book, Edge of the Orison 2005, 
wrote: ‘All of Sinclair’s books – novels, poems, essays, uncategorizable travelogues – have turned psychogeographic tricks. But the technique has been most inventively used in the trilogy of which Edge of the Orison is the grimly brilliant concluding part. Over three extraordinary books, ten years, and 1,400 pages, Sinclair has conducted a mapping of the psychogeography of south-east England, and produced a trilogy that will, unmistak-
ably and deservedly, take its place in the canon.’ A new collection, London, City of Disappearances, will be published by Hamish Hamilton in October 2006. | Paul Elliman is a London-based designer. His work and writing explore the mutual interests of technology and language, particularly where these intersect through aspects of graphic design and in emerging forms of audio signage. His work has been exhibited at the Tate Modern in 
London and included in collections by the British Council, London’s Victoria & Albert Museum and the Cooper-Hewitt National Design Museum in New York. He has contributed essays to several journals and magazines, including Wired (San Francisco), Eye (London), IDEA (Tokyo) and Metropolis M (Amsterdam). Elliman is thesis supervisor at the Werkplaats Typographie in Arnhem, Netherlands, and a visiting critic at Yale Univer-
sity School of Art, New Haven, CT. | Gilbert was born is 1943 in the Italian Dolomites. He studied at the Wolkestein School of Art and the Hallein School of Art, Austria, and the Akademie der Kunst, Munich. George was born in 1942 in Devon, England. He studied at the Dartington Adult Education Centre, Devon, Dartington Hall College of Art, and the Oxford School of Art. They met while students at St Martins School of Art, London, 
in 1967, and have lived and worked together in London since 1968. Moving to the working-class neighbourhood of Spitalfields in London, Gilbert & George revolted against art’s elitism, naming their house ‘Art for All’, and declaring themselves to be ‘living sculptures’. After early work centring on this idea of living sculpture, the artists soon turned to video, photo-based pictures, and drawing. As early as 1969, the artists participated in 
an exhibition at the Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam, and by 1972–3 they began showing with prestigious galleries such as Konrad Fischer, Sonnabend, d’Offay, and White Cube. Their use of black and white photographic assemblages first surfaced in 1971, developing into large pictures by the late 1970s. The duo participated in Documentas 5, 6 and 7 in Kassel (1972, 1977, and 1982, respectively). In 1980, the Stedelijk Van Abbemuseum 
in Eindhoven, Netherlands, organised a mid-career retrospective of their work, which travelled to different venues throughout Europe. At around this time, Gilbert & George added a range of bright colours to their pictures. In 1986, they were awarded the Turner Prize. The work of Gilbert & George has been exhibited worldwide in cities including Moscow (1990), Shanghai, and Beijing (1993) and Athens (2001). In 2005, they represented 
England at the Venice Biennale, and in 2007, Tate Modern will hold the largest exhibition of their work to date. | Adam Caruso was born in 1962 and studied architecture at McGill University in Montreal. He worked for Florian Beigel and Arup Associates prior to establishing his own practice with Peter St John in 1990. The practice has gained an international reputation for designing contemporary projects in the public realm, and is 
perhaps best known for the New Art Gallery in Walsall, which opened to wide acclaim in 2000. The practice has worked for many institutional and private clients in the field of museums and galleries. In 2004 it completed the new Gagosian Gallery in Britannia Street, London, and it is working for the Victoria & Albert Museum on a new extension to the Museum of Childhood in Bethnal Green, London. Construction of the Centre for 
Contemporary Art in Nottingham began on site in 2005, and in January this year the practice won an international competition to design a new Centre for Tourism and Culture in Ascona, Switzerland. Caruso taught for ten years at the University of North London and was a visiting professor at the Academy of Architecture in Mendrisio, Switzerland, from 1999–2001. He was Professor of Architecture in the Department of Architecture and 
Civil Engineering at the University of Bath from 2002–4. In 2005 he taught at the Graduate School of Design at Harvard University. He is currently Visiting Professor on the Cities Programme at the London School of Economics. | Ryan Gander was born in 1976, in Chester. He studied Interactive art at MMU in Manchester. After having completed a research residency at the Jan van Eyck Akademie in Maastricht, he participated in the 
artists’ residency programme of the Rijksakademie in Amsterdam. His first solo exhibition was held in March 2002 at the International 3 Gallery in Manchester, accompanied by a monograph entitled, In a language you don’t understand. In 2003, he published the artists’ book Appendix, produced a solo exhibition for the Stedelijk Museum Bureau Amsterdam and won the Prix de Rome for sculpture (the national Dutch art prize). In 2004 a 
children’s’ storybook The Boy Who Always Looked Up, written by the artist, was published to accompany a solo exhibition at the Cornerhouse in Manchester. In 2005 Gander was short-listed for the British art prize Becks Futures at the ICA, London, and in June 2005 he won the Baloise Art Statement Prize at Art Basel. Gander’s recent exhibitions include ‘T1’ at Castello di Rivoli, Turin, and Les Laboratoires d’Aubervilliers, Paris, with 
Aurelien Froment, and the Tate Triennial at Tate Britain in 2006. This year, he will exhibit at GAM, Bologna, MUMOK, Vienna and the Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam. Alongside his artistic production, he is also a visiting lecturer at a selection of art and design schools within Europe, and writes regularly for art and design periodicals. He now lives and works in London and is represented by Store Gallery, London and Annet Gelink Gal-
lery, Amsterdam. | Julia Peyton-Jones studied painting at the Royal College of Art, London, and worked as a practising artist in London and a lecturer in fine art at Edinburgh College of Art. She moved to the Hayward Gallery in 1988 as curator of exhibitions. In 1991 she became Director of the Serpentine Gallery where she has been responsible for both commissioning and showcasing ground-breaking exhibition, architecture and educa-
tion programmes. Under the patronage of Diana, Princess of Wales, the Serpentine completed a £4 million renovation in 1998. Since then, visitor numbers have increased almost three-fold to 590,000 per year. She serves on numerous committees and panels including the Westminster Public Art Advisory Panel, and was made an Honorary Fellow of the Royal College of Art (RCA) in 1997. In 2003 she was made both an Honorary Fellow 
of the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) and appointed an Officer of the British Empire (OBE). | After launching her career in satirical revue with The Establishment night-club and on television, Eleanor Bron appeared in the comedy series Where Was Spring? and After That, This, which she co-wrote with John Fortune, as well as Beyond a Joke, written with Michael Frayn, who subsequently wrote the series Making Faces for 
her. She has played leading roles in dozens of television and theatre dramas, including The Duchess of Malfi, The Miser, A Month in the Country, Oedipus and Private Lives. Among the films in which she has appeared are the Beatles film Help!, Bedazzled, A Little Princess, and Terence Davies’ House of Mirth. As a writer, Bron has contributed to several comedy TV series with John Fortune, John Bird, Michael Frayn and Alan Bennett, 
including her beloved work on Absolutely Fabulous and French and Saunders. She has written several books, including Life and Other Punctures, The Pillowbook of Eleanor Bron, and her first novel Double Take, which was published in 1996. In the Spring of 1992, Bron gave the first performance of her new one-woman show, Desdemona – If You Had Only Spoken!, by Christine Bruckner, which she performed at the Almeida and in 
Edinburgh. Her translation of Bruckner’s book was published in August 1992 by Virago Press. | After graduating from Central Saint Martins of Art and Design, London, in 1992, the fashion designer Giles Deacon worked with Jean Charles De Castelbajac in Paris for two years. From 1998 until 2002 he was a designer for Bottega Veneta and the Gucci Group. In February 2004 he presented his first collection at the Chelsea Pensioner’s Club 
at the Chelsea Royal Hospital. He described the first collection as a ‘Disco Jacobean Fairytale’ and aimed it at confident, sophisticated and slightly older women such as Charlotte Rampling, Isabella Rossellini and Lauren Hutton. The collection was featured in American, British, Japanese, Italian and French Vogue, as well as W, Harper’s Bazaar, POP and i-D, and was sold at Harvey Nichols, Liberty and Selfridges. In November 2004, 
Deacon was awarded Best New Designer at the British Fashion Awards and in February 2005 he received the same award from Elle magazine. His most recent collection for Autumn-Winter 2005–6 was inspired by 1940s couture elements. The collection has been bought Harvey Nichols, Joseph, Liberty and Selfridges in London, Bergdorf Goodman, Barneys and Neiman Marcus in the USA, and Harvey Nichols in Hong Kong. Aside from 
fashion design, Deacon is an established illustrator. His work has appeared in Interview, The Face, Pop, i-D, Dutch and Arena Homme Plus, and has formed part of the print design within his ready-to-wear collection. Most recently, his illustrative work was included in a group show at the roma roma roma gallery, organised by the Modern Institute, Glasgow, and Gavin Brown Enterprise in New York. | Katie Grand was born in Birmingham 
in 1971 and studied at St Martins College of Art, London. As a student, she helped launch Dazed & Confused, where she worked as Fashion Director, until September 1999. She then moved on to The Face, again as Fashion Director. She is now POP Magazine’s Editor-In-Chief. She also contributes to leading international style tomes such as Harper’s Bazaar, where she is Senior Contributing Editor, and is behind some of the industry’s 
most style-defining advertising campaigns of recent years, including Louis Vuitton and Miu Miu. Grand contributes to a wealth of style titles, including: Self Service, Arena Homme Plus, Visionaire, Numero, SHOWstudio, Big and Interview. She has also worked on many influential campaigns over the years, including Hugo Boss, where she is a consultant for advertising, as well as their shows: Victoria’s Secret, Sergio Rossi, Costume 
National, Nike, Armani, YSL Pour Homme, Hugo, Bottega Veneta (for whom she was Creative Consultant for four seasons), Joop!, Anna Molinari, Sergio Rossi, CK, Calvin Klein (for whom she styled a show), Fendi, Gucci (fragrances), Roberto Cavalli (fragrances), Estee Lauder and Lancome. In addition, she has dressed the likes of Madonna, Uma Thurman, Scarlet Johansson, Drew Barrymore, Jennifer Lopez, Cristina Ricci, Chloe 
Sevigny, Diane Kruger, Kylie, Haydon Christenson, Liz Hurley, Victoria Beckham, Miss Piggy and Snoopy. | Doreen Massey’s longstanding obsessions are with space and place and the different ways in which we conceptualise them. This intersects with an ongoing engagement in politics, including the politics of London. In the 1980s, she worked on economic strategy with the radical Greater London Council that was abolished by Mar-
garet Thatcher. In 1995, she founded, with Michael Rustin and Stuart Hall, Soundings: a journal of politics and culture.Since 1982 Massey has been Professor of Geography at the Open University. She has written widely about space, place, cities, globalisation and regional inequality. Her books include Capital and Land 1978, Spatial Divisions of Labour 1984, High-tech Fantasies 1992, Space, Place and Gender 1994 and Power-geom-
etries and the Politics of Space-time 1999. Among her many intersections with the arts are the essays ‘Some Times of Space’ in Olafur Eliasson: The Weather Project (Tate, 2004), ‘Space-times and the Politics of Location’ in Rachel Whiteread’s House (Phaidon Press, 1995), ‘Living in Wythenshawe’, part of the Strangely Familiar project (Routledge), ‘The Unknown City: contesting architecture and social space’ (MIT Press, 2001), 
‘Spatial disruptions’ in The Eight Technologies of Otherness (Routledge, 1997), as well as ‘London Inside-Out’ at London in Six Easy Steps at the Institute of Contemporary Arts, 2005. Massey’s most recent book is For Space (Sage, 2005). It argues for a reworking of our geographical imaginations – of space and place especially – in a manner more adequate for these globalised times. There is a stress, especially, on the challenge that space 
presents if we take it seriously. It also argues for what she calls a greater ‘outward-lookingness’ of the imagination. Her next book, provisionally titled Whose City? London Inside-out, will be published by Polity in 2007. It explores aspects of so-called ‘global cities’, and of London in particular, in relation to current economic orthodoxies and hegemonic politics. It advocates a rethinking of the relationship between identity, responsibility 
and place – and thus for ‘a politics of place beyond place’. Massey has been awarded the Victoria Medal of the Royal Geographical Society, 1994, the Prix Vautrin Lud 1998, the Anders Retzius Medal in Gold of the Swedish Academy of Anthropology and Geography 2003 and the Centenary Medal of the Royal Scottish Geographical Society 2003. She holds an Honorary DLitt from the National University of Ireland and an Honorary DSc 
from the University of Edinburgh. She is a Fellow of the British Academy. | Mary Midgley was born in 1919 and took her university degree in Classics, Philosophy and Ancient History at Oxford, during the war. After graduate work, she lectured in philosophy, first at the University of Reading, then (having married another philosopher, Geoffrey Midgley) at Newcastle on Tyne, where she became a Senior Lecturer. Midgley’s special in-
terests are the relations between humans and the rest of nature, and the troubled frontier between science and religion (particularly in cases where science becomes a religion). Her work seeks to bring academic philosophy back into connection with life, rather than becoming a form of highbrow chess for graduate students. Midgley has written a number of books, including, Beast and Man (Routledge, 1995), Evolution As A Religion (Methuen, 
1985), Science As Salvation (Routledge, 1992) and Science and Poetry (Routledge, 2001). Her most recent book is a memoir entitled The Owl of Minerva (Routledge, 2005). She is working, at present, on the concept of Gaia and has done a great deal of broadcasting and book-reviewing. She has also campaigned for the Anti-Nuclear Movement and for various causes on behalf of animals. For some years she has chaired the RSPCA’s ad-
visory committee on Animal Experimentation, and the Forum for Science and Religion. | Mark Cousins was educated at Oxford University and the Warburg Institute, London. He worked for Amnesty International before becoming Head of History and Theory Studies and Head of the History and Theory Graduate Programme at The Architectural Association School of Architecture, London. He is also Visiting Professor at Columbia Uni-
versity and The University of Navarre. Cousins is a founder member of The London Consoritium Graduate School, a member of the English Arts Council Board and a member of the AA Files Editorial Board. He writes on the relationship between psychoanalysis, space and architecture. | Patrick Keiller studied architecture at the Bartlett School and fine art at the Royal College of Art, both in London. His first audio-visual installations were 
exhibited at the Tate Gallery, London, in 1982. During the 1980s he made a series of critically acclaimed short films in which images of urban and other landscapes are juxtaposed with fictional narration. His feature London, for the British Film Institute, was released in 1994, followed in 1997 by a sequel for the BBC, Robinson in Space, a study of the UK’s landscape and economic geography, later extended as a book (Reaktion, 1999). 
Both films were distributed internationally and have been widely exhibited, and were released in France in 2003. The Dilapidated Dwelling, a feature-length documentary about the future of the UK’s housing, was completed in 2000. Keiller has taught and lectured extensively in universities and schools of fine art and architecture in the UK and elsewhere. Other publications include contributions to The Unknown City (MIT, 2000), This Is 
Not Architecture (Routledge, 2002), Autopia (Reaktion, 2002), Re:CP (Birkhäuser, 2003), London: Postcolonial City (Architectural Association, 2003) and London from Punk to Blair (Reaktion, 2003). He is a research fellow at the Royal College of Art, London, where his most recently completed project is The City of the Future (2005), which explores city space in archive film and reassembles it as a virtual landscape of circa 1900. His 
current projects include a 1000m2 moving-image simulation of one of the largest gothic-revival railway stations in the world, the Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus (formerly Victoria Terminus) in Mumbai, and a 30-screen installation for the exhibition Londres, Bombay: Villes du futur? at Le Fresnoy: Studio national des arts contemporains in Tourcoing, near Lille, 14 October 2006 – 14 January 2007. | Jonathan Glancey is Architecture and 
Design Editor of The Guardian, a post previously created for him at The Independent. He is a frequent radio and television broadcaster and author of London: Bread and Circuses, The Story of Architecture, Modern World Architecture and Spitfire: The Biography, due to be published this October. He is an Honorary Fellow of the Royal Institute of British Architects. | Gustav Metzger was born in Nuremberg, and later moved to England. 
He studied art at the Cambridge School of Art in London and became known as the leading figure in the Auto-Destructive Art movement in the early 1960s. His article, ‘Machine, Auto-creative and Auto-destructive Art’, published in the journal Ark, in 1962, first introduced the term ‘Auto Destructive Art’. Beginning in 1959, Metzger made works of art by spraying acid onto nylon sheets, an act of protest against nuclear weapons. Since 
the nylon quickly deteriorated, the process was both an act of creation and destruction. In 1966, he famously organised the ‘Destruction in Art Symposium’, in London. He was also involved in the Fluxus movement and in 1961, he participated in the Festival of Misfits, in Gallery One, London. He continues to make provocative artworks from his studio in London’s East End. In 2005, he acted as the selector of Eastinternational 05, an open 
submissions exhibition held at Norwich Gallery, which focused on communications-media art. | Isaac Julien has been making films and film installations for more than twenty years. His works include Fantôme Afrique (2005), True North (2004), Baltimore (2003), which won the Grand Jury Prize at the Kunst Film Biennale in Cologne, Paradise Omeros (2002), Vagabondia (2000), choreographed by Javier de Frutos, for which he was 
nominated for the 2001 Turner Prize, and Long Road to Mazatlan (1999), also made in collaboration with de Frutos. Earlier films include Frantz Fanon: Black Skin, White Mask (1996), the Cannes prize-winning Young Soul Rebels (1991) and Looking for Langston (1989). Julien graduated from St Martin’s School of Art, where he studied painting and fine-art film, and lives and works in London. Recent solo exhibitions have been pre-
sented at the Kestnergesellschaft, Hanover (current); Irish Museum of Modern Art, Dublin; Museum of Contemporary Art, Miami; MAK Center, Los Angeles; Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris (2005); Musée d’art contemporain de Montréal, Quebec; Haus der Kulturen der Welt, Berlin (2004); Bohen Foundation, New York, and ArtPace, San Antonio (2003). His films True North and Fantôme Afrique were selected for the prestigious 
Sundance Film Festival 2006 in the short-film category. | Gautam Malkani grew up in Hounslow and studied Social and Political Sciences (SPS) at Cambridge University. He currently resides in London and is a journalist for The Financial Times, and head of the Creative Business section. Malkani’s debut novel, Londonstani was met with much critical acclaim and has been deemed the Trainspotting of British-Asian culture. The novel 
began as part of Malkani’s dissertation for his Social and Political Sciences degree. The dissertation focused on ‘rude-boy’ culture, a way of acting, looking and speaking in some communities of South Asian teenagers. Londonstani’s protagonist is Jas, an ex-geek, who is adopted by a group of wannabe gangsters. The group terrorises neighbourhoods, stages random beatings, instigates fights, and is bent on targeting ‘coconuts’ – those Asians 
whom they deem to have betrayed their roots. Eventually, Jas gets entangled in a serious phone-stealing scam that lands him in trouble. Malkani’s book is an important and timely inspection of issues of ethnic identity, masculinity and family values. | Richard Hamilton was born in London in 1922. He studied at Westminster Technical College and St Martin’s School of Art. From 1938 to 1940, he studied painting at the Royal Academy 
Schools, and from 1941 to 1945 he worked as a draughtsman, before returning to his studies, from 1948 to 1951, at the Slade School of Art. During this time, he began to exhibit his work, and in 1950 Gimpel Fils held the first solo exhibition of his work. Two years later, he began teaching silver work, typography and industrial design at the Central School of Arts and Crafts. Here, he met Eduardo Paolozzi, who became a founding member 
of the Independent Group with Hamilton. This important group of artists and architects met at the ICA to discuss the relationship between technology and culture. In 1953, Hamilton became a lecturer in Fine Arts at the Kings College in the University of Durham, and worked with Victor Pasmore. He made his first Pop collage, for the cover of the catalogue of the exhibition This is Tomorrow at the Whitechapel Gallery in 1956. From 1957 
to 1961 he taught interior design at the Royal College of Art. In 1974 he had retrospectives at the Guggenheim Museum, New York, the Städtische Galerie, Munich, and the Kunsthalle, Tübingen. His writings, notes and documents were published by Thames & Hudson, London in 1982. Ten years later, the Tate gallery held a major exhibition of his work, and in 1993 he represented England at the Venice Biennale. In 2002, the Kunstmu-
seum Winterthur held the exhibition Hamilton Drückgraphic und Multiples 1939–2002. | Peter Cook was born in Southend, Essex, in 1936. He is an architect, teacher and writer. He studied architecture at Bournemouth College of Art, from 1953 to 1958, before beginning at the Architectural Association School of Architecture in London, where he graduated in 1960. In the 1960s, he worked in the office of James Cubitt & Partners. During 
this time he also became a founding member of the Archigram group. This avant-garde collective had a Futurist slant, and drew inspiration from technology to create hypothetical projects. The main members were Warren Chalk, Ron Herron, Dennis Compton, Michael Webb and David Greene. From 1970 to 1972, Cook was Director of the Institute of Contemporary Arts (ICA) in London, and in 1984 he was appointed Life Professor at 
the Staedelschule (Art Academy) in Frankfurt, which he helped to establish as one of Germany’s most important architecture schools. In 1990, he became Professor of Architecture at The Bartlett School of Architecture, UCL. He retired from this position in 2005. In 2002, RIBA awarded Archigram the Royal Gold Medal for architecture.Two years later, Cook was short-listed, with Colin Fournier, for the Stirling Prize for the Kunsthaus 
Gruz, and he and Ian Ritchie were appointed joint professors of architecture at the Royal Academy. | Chantal Mouffe was born in Belgium and has lived in Paris, Bogota and London. She is a political theorist, who is known for having developed an agonistic model of democracy and for advocating a radical democratic politics. She is currently Professor of Political Theory at the Centre for the Study of Democracy at the University of 
Westminster in London. She has taught and researched in many universities in Europe, North America and South America and she is a corresponding member of the Collège International de Philosophie in Paris. Mouffe is the editor of Gramsci and Marxist Theory (Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1979), Dimensions of Radical Democracy. Pluralism, Citizenship, Community (Verso, 1992) Deconstruction and Pragmatism (Routledge, 1996) 
and The Challenge of Carl Schmitt (Verso, London, 1999). She is also co-author with Ernesto Laclau of Hegemony and Socialist Strategy Towards a Radical Democratic Politics (Verso, 1985) and the author of The Return of the Political (Verso, 1993), The Democratic Paradox (Verso, 2000) and On the Political (Routledge, 2005). | Eyal Weizman studied at the Architectural Association in London and completed his PhD at the London 
Consortium, Birkbeck College. He is an architect and the Director of the Centre for Research Architecture at Goldsmiths College, University of London. Before this role, he was Professor of Architecture at the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna. As an architect in Israel, Weizman has been working on art- and theatre-related architectural projects. He has collaborated with a variety of NGOs and Human right groups in Israel/Palestine. He 
co-curated the exhibition ‘A Civilian Occupation, The Politics of Israeli Architecture’, and co-edited the publication of the same title. These projects were based on his human-rights research, and were banned by the Israeli Association of Architects. They were later shown in New York, Berlin, Rotterdam, San Francisco, Malmö, Tel Aviv and Ramallah. Weizman has taught, lectured and organised conferences in many institutions worldwide. 
His books include Hollow Land – The Politics of Verticality (Verso Press, forthcoming), A Civilian Occupation, Territories 1,2 and 3, Yellow Rhythms and many articles in journals, magazines and books. He is a regular contributor to a number of journals and magazines, and is an Editor at Large for Cabinet Magazine (New York). He is the recipient of the James Stirling Memorial Lecture Prize for 2006–7. | Hussein Chalayan was born in 
Nicosia, Cyprus in 1970 and graduated from Central St Martins School of Art and Design in 1993. He launched his own label in 1994, was awarded the Absolut design award in 1995, and was named British Designer of the Year in both 1999 and 2000. Chalayan uses film, installation and sculptural forms to explore perception and the realities of modern life. His inspiration springs from such diverse disciplines as architecture, philosophy 
and anthropology, resulting in a number of one-off conceptual works that blur the boundaries between fashion, art and performance. His work is presented at his shows and in art galleries around the world, while his clothing is available in boutiques in the world’s major cities. In 2003 Chalayan directed two short films Temporal Meditations and Place to Passage, and in 2004 he directed his third film Anaesthetics, the same year he opened 
his first store in Daikanyama, Tokyo. In 2005 he had a ten-year retrospective of his work at the Groninger Museum in the Netherlands and then in Kunsthalle Wolfsburg in Germany. In 2005 he was also the representative for Turkey at the Venice Biennale with his film, The Absent Presence, and contributed to the ‘I-Dentity’ exhibition. Chalayan continues to show during Paris Fashion Week and has a menswear line and a second womens-
wear line, ‘Chalayan’. He has recently collaborated with Swarowski for Runway Rocks with a rotating collar dress and also with an installation piece exhibited at the Kunsthalle Mannheim. He currently has several pieces on exhibit at ‘Anglomania’ in the Metropolitan Museum, New York. In June 2006 Chalayan received an MBE in the Queens Birthday Honours List in recognition of his services to fashion. | Tariq Ali was born in Lahore 
in 1943. He was educated in Pakistan and later at Oxford University, where he studied Philosophy and Politics. He has written over a dozen books on history, politics and biography. In 1990 he began to write fiction. He is currently working on a series of novels known as the ‘Islam Quintet’. The first four have been published and translated into several languages. The Shadows of the Pomegranate Tree, an account of the decline of Muslim 
civilisation in Spain, was awarded the Archbishop San Clemente del Instituto Rosalia de Castro Prize for the Best Foreign Language Fiction published in Spain in 1994. The Book of Saladin, The Stone Woman and A Sultan in Palermo came afterwards. From 1984–98, Ali was the Executive Producer on two distinguished television series for Channel 4 – Bandung File and Rear Window. The latter was an award-winning cultural series that 
pioneered films such as Islam in Spain: The Final Solution 1992. He produced the series The Philosophers, of which Derek Jarman’s Wittgenstein travelled the world. His television company Bandung Productions became well-established as a producer of quality documentaries and drama, but he closed it down in 1998 because, as he told The Times, much of British television had become ‘a dumbed-down brothel’. Ali has also written 
screenplays as well as plays for stage and television. Clash of Fundamentalisms, his first full-length non-fiction book for 14 years, was published in April 2002 and has already been translated into all the major European languages. Bush in Babylon: The Re-Colonisation of Iraq soon followed, and he is currently working on a book on Latin America: Pirates of the Carribean: An Axis of Hope. As a leading intellectual from the Muslim world, 
Ali’s analysis – critical of both religious fundamentalism and US policies – has been much in demand since 9/11, and he is a frequent lecturer at universities and numerous cultural locations in the United States, Europe, Latin America, Australia and Asia. | Marina Warner was born in London; her father was a bookseller, and her mother is Italian. She was educated in convents in Cairo, Brussels and Berkshire, and read French and Italian at 
Oxford. She has written fiction, criticism and history. Her studies of mythology and fairy tales include Alone of All Her Sex: The Myth and the Cult of the Virgin Mary 1976, Joan of Arc: The Image of Female Heroism 1982, Monuments & Maidens: The Allegory of the Female Form 1985, From the Beast to the Blonde 1994 and No Go the Bogeyman: Scaring, Lulling and Making Mock 1998. In l994, she gave the Reith Lectures on the 
theme of ‘Managing Monsters: Six Myths of Our Time’. Warner’s recent books include Fantastic Metamorphoses; Other Worlds (Clarendon Lectures, 2001), and a collection of essays on literature and culture, Signs & Wonders. She has also published five novels, including The Lost Father l988, Indigo l992, The Leto Bundle 2000, two collections of short stories, and two opera libretti. Later this year, Phantasmagoria: Spirit Visions, 
Metaphors, and Media, a study of ghosts, phantasms and technology, will be published by Oxford University Press. She has taught and lectured widely, and has also curated exhibitions: The Inner Eye l996, Metamorphing 2003–4, Eyes, Lies, and Illusions 2004–5, and most recently Only Make-Believe: Ways of Playing, at Compton Verney, Warwickshire 2005. Her essays on art will be published in 2007. She is professor of Literature, 
Film and Theatre Studies at the University of Essex, and is currently writing a new novel and researching a study of the idea of the orient, Stranger Magic. In 2005, the British Academy elected her a Fellow. | Milan Rai is the author of Chomsky’s Politics, War Plan Iraq, Regime Unchanged and, most recently, 7/7: The London Bombings, Islam and the Iraq War. War Plan Iraq was translated into eight languages. He has contributed to The 
Times Higher Educational Supplement, Race & Class, Labour Left Briefing and the anarchist journals Freedom and Solidarity. He has also contributed chapters to The Cambridge Chomsky Companion and Iraq: The Human Cost of History. In 1993, Rai was a co-recipient of the Transport & General Workers’ Union Frank Cousins Peace Award. As a peace activist, he has been associated with civil disobedience since before his first arrest 
in 1988. He founded the British branch of the anti-sanctions group Voices in the Wilderness in 1998, and went on four sanctions-breaking delegations to Iraq between 1998 and 2001. He was the first person to be arrested for breaking the sanctions on Iraq – for taking children’s medicines to Iraq without an export licence. He has been imprisoned (briefly) three times for his activism, most recently for two weeks in Lewes Prison in Novem-
ber 2005. His most recent arrest was for reading the names of the Iraq war dead in front of Downing Street in October 2005, which led to him becoming the first person to be convicted of organising an unauthorised demonstration in the vicinity of Parliament. Currently, his main political commitment is to the peace group Justice Not Vengeance, www.j-n-v.org. | Doris Lessing is one of the most celebrated and distinguished writers of the 
second half of the twentieth century. Her most recent books include The Sweetest Dream and The Grandmothers, the two volumes of her autobiography, Under My Skin and Walking in the Shade, and the anthology of articles and reviews, Time Bites. She has been awarded a Companion of Honour and a Companion of Literature, as well as the David Cohen Memorial Prize for British Literature, Spain’s Prince of Asturias Prize and Prix 
Catalunia, and the ST Dupont Golden Pen Award for a Lifetime’s Distinguished Service to Literature, as well as a whole host of other prestigious international honours. She lives in London. | Eric Hobsbawm is an author and a historian, and was previously the leading theoretician of the now defunct Communist Party of Great Britain. He was born in Alexandria, but grew up in Vienna and Berlin. In 1933, he moved to London. He gradu-
ated with a PhD in history from Kings College, Cambridge. In 1947 he became a lecturer in history at Birkbeck College, University of London, where he is now President. Hobsbawm is perhaps best known for his book, The Age of Extreme: The Short Twentieth Century, 1914–1991, but he has written a number of others, including, Labour’s Turning Point, Primitive Rebels, The Age of Revolution, Labouring Men, Industry and Empire, 
Bandits, Captain Swing (with George Rude), Revolutionaries, The Age of Capital, Workers, The Age of Empire, Nations and Nationalism, The Jazz Scene and Interesting Times (an autobiography). He is interested in the development of traditions, and has studied the construction of traditions within the context of the nation state. He argues that sometimes nations use tradition as a means of justifying their own existence. Other research 
interests include the ‘dual’ revolution (the French political revolution and the British industrial revolution) and the social and historical contexts that surround banditry. | Dame Marjorie Scardino grew up in Texas, and earned a BA in French and psychology from Baylor University in 1969. In 1975, she received a law degree from the University of San Francisco. After moving to Savannah, she and her husband purchased a weekly newspa-
per, the Georgia Gazette, for which they were awarded the 1984 Pulitzer Prize. She became the managing director of the North American division of The Economist, and later, in 1992, the CEO of the Economist Group. In 1997, Scardino was appointed CEO of Pearson, a media conglomerate based in London. Selling off extraneous assets, and investing heavily in businesses such as television and education, Scardino dramatically increased 
profits and nearly doubled the company’s stock price. She organised Pearson into three key divisions: consumer publishing, financial publishing and Pearson Education. Pearson is now the parent of the Financial Times Group and Penguin Publishing. | As an architect, planner, author and educator, Denise Scott Brown has significantly helped to redirect the mainstream of modern architecture since the mid-1960s. No architect studying or in 
practice can have avoided her work, or missed her call to broaden architecture to include ideas on pluralism and multiculturalism, social concern and activism, Pop Art, popular culture and the everyday landscape, symbolism, iconography and context, the uses and misuses of history, electronic communication, the patterns of activities, the doctrine of functionalism, the relevance of mannerism, the role of generic building, and uncomfortably 
direct and uncomfortably indirect design. Since 1967, as a leader of the firm now called Venturi, Scott Brown and Associates, Scott Brown has participated in the broad range of the firm’s projects, including the Sainsbury Wing of the National Gallery in London, the Conseil Général complex in Toulouse, and the Mielparque Nikko Kirifuri hotel and spa near Nikko, Japan. As principal-in-charge of urban planning, urban design and campus 
planning, her work has included urban planning for South Street, Philadelphia, Miami Beach and Memphis, Tennessee. Today, Scott Brown focuses on urban university planning and design. Her projects have included campus planning for Dartmouth College, the University of Pennsylvania, Williams College, the Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Studies at Harvard, and Kentucky University. Scott Brown has lectured extensively and has 
held architectural and planning professorships at the University of Pennsylvania, Harvard University, UCLA, UC Berkeley and Yale University. She is widely published in professional journals and the architectural press. Among her awards are: ACSA-AIA Topaz Medallion for distinguished teaching in architecture 1996, the Royal Society for the Encouragement of the Arts’ Benjamin Franklin Medal 1993, the National Medal of Arts 1992, 
the Republic of Italy’s Commendatore of the Order of Merit 1987, and The Chicago Architecture Award 1987.
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